Yaka yimenda.
Yaka yingmungmarnda.
Yaka yimaduwaya.
Yaka yingarna.
Yaka yaraja.
Yaka yiburada.
Yaka yalyilya.
The Pre-primer Series is a set of ten caption books containing words which are later used in the phonic primers. The contents of each book can be taught by any "sight word" method.

The series was produced for the bilingual education program at the Umbakumba School, Groote Eylandt, Northern Territory. The artwork in this book was taken from the Numbulwar Picture Aids with drawings by Wendy (Lewis) O'Brien.

**English translation**

Here is a turtle.
Here is a tortoise.
Here is a stingray.
Here is a snake.
Here is a goanna.
Here is a kangaroo.
Here is a flying fox.
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